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Based on wearable electronics, colour changing materials and mood changing technologies are integrated to explore the 

concept of smart ambience in this paper, where the user with the intimate environment can respond 

interactively.Stimulated by the wearer’s voice, responsive colour changing properties have been designed and developed 

in SMART clothingwhich aim at integrating aesthetics and functionality by optimizingclothing design for developing the 

new concept of SMART mood changing system. With the ability of expressing mood states, colour changing acts in unison 
with sound changing to create dynamic and automatic lighting modes in our SMARTclothing system. 
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1. Introduction 
Referencing the past and predicting the future, a variety of technologies are being used and developed to create fashion. Textiles 

and clothing are no longer fulfilling conventional needs of comfort and protection. Colouring and shaping are contextually 
beyond established usages. Our thinking needs to be encouraged to look forward for designs through new materials and 

technologies.Responding to the increased interest in functional fashion aesthetics, the challenge comes as how could these 

functions and performances presented as truly smart “second skin” or intimate “communicative apparel” to human beings in 

terms of shaping, patterning and colourizeany future fashion?In a truly smart or intelligent manner, textiles/clothing can sense, 

react even adapt to environmental stimuli(Tao 2001).Lately advances have been made to developing such wearable technology 

and smart clothing furtherin physiological and psychological areas. 

As far as colour is concerned, the knowledge of optical mixing brings us to another way of understanding and designing 

colours that differs from subtractive colour mixing. Extraordinarily, more than a mere physically visual effect, colour plays a 

vital role for personal preferences and psychology. As visual perception, optical colour seems to have no connection with 

hearing sense, but with the interactivity in the psychology of mood states, they can be correlated. How can colour behave 

intelligentlywith hearing, understanding and presenting back the information to the wearer? A built-in microphone and a 
programmable microcontroller are integrated in a purposely designed and built PCB. Programmable data processing is used to 

convert the sound signal to a corresponding colour change, triggered to represent a change of mood visually. RGB LEDs and 

fibre optics are designed as an array fabric matrix capable of displaying this colour change. As a smart interface, this photonic 

fabric of the MoodWear clothing can intelligently respond to both visual and functional changes, as the result of 

physiological/psychological changes. 

 

2. Method 
In a world of complex interconnected systems and dynamically changing environments, the methodology of this project is 

basedon a systems approach (Bäumer, Bischofberger et al. 1996).A particular discipline can only address a narrow aspect of the 

whole system by fragmented and inadequate knowledge.With technology and design marrying each other; an integrated smart 

clothing system has been designed, researched and developed. 

 

2.1 SMART Systems; Clothing Design and Information Technology 

. 

   
Figure 1Smart Information Systems 

 
Information exists in the physical environment and can flow from this environment into a computational system via sensory 

transduction. We take primary sensation as physical events in the nervous system to signal, store and process the information in 
our mind; and perception as physiological information coded in brain nerves. Therefore, mind and brain are like software and 

hardware of our prevailing smart computational system (Gregory and Colman 1995).Creativity starts with the processing of a 
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human’s sensation and perception, and in turn being feed back to the human as information or an action. These are essential 

elements in intelligent technology. Our smart clothing system is built under this working concept with three activities as shown 

in Figure 1.According to the physiological and psychological human cognition, the basic idea of sensation and perception are 

researched as mood changing theories and further combined with information technology to form as mart clothing system 

 
2.2 Colour Changing Design with Mood Changing Technology 
Mood, as a state of mind or emotion, is often thought as a psychological reaction to external stimuli. As the general index of 

both physiological functions and psychological experiences(Thayer 1996),recent scientific findings define the everyday mood 

as biopsychological in nature. Unlike the case of acute and emotional feelings as in fear or surprise, generally speaking, mood 

can be classified in two main types; positive or negative, or being in a good mood (happy) or in a bad mood (sad). Like a clinical 

thermometer, mood is changeable and it reflects on all the internal and external events that affect us. Because of complexity and 

limitations, the profound psychological cause and effect of mood are still being researched. Nevertheless, on the level of 

consciousness, we can recognise mood from basic physiological implications and psychological experiences. 

In this smart clothing system, which is made by photonic fabrics, auditory sensation and visual perception are being 

involved.As shown in Figure 2 and 3, when the hearing signal is produced by a human voice, we cannot only perceive different 

qualities of voice, but also infer human moods such as happiness or sadness, anger or calmness. Visually, colours play a vital 

role in projecting an image and creating a mood, such as blue or purple colour is cool and related to a calm or bad mood; but the 
exciting or happy mood is indicated by warm red or orange colour. Is there any connection with what you hear and what you 

see?Hearing and vision seem to be different senses and are perceived in different parts of our brain,but our sensations are 

interlinkedin the interactivity of mood states. A good clue to different mood expression is by considering a voice or music that is 

not only auditory but also visual. It is somewhat like a “joined sensation” (Gregory and Colman 1995). For example, sound 

often changes the perceived hue and brightness with the description that loud tones are brighter than soft tones, or lower tones 

are darker than higher tones. 

 

 

Figure2Hearing sensation and Perception Through a Human’s Ear 

  

 
Figure3Hearing Sensation and Colour Perception Through a Microphone 

 
The transducer applied in the sensory part of our SMART clothing system is a miniature microphone as shown in Figure 3, 

which converts a sound pressure wave to an electrical signal by means of electrostatics. As the sound wave strikes the 

microphone’s diaphragm, it vibrates and induces a voltage change. This is similar to how a human’s ear works. Obviously, the 

structure and function of a human ear are technically more difficult and complex, withthe ability to sense the sound by 

multiplexing of loudness, pitch and timbre. In this research, sound loudness is taken as a measure of someone’s mood. 
As a visual interface, the wearable photonics can be as liquid crystal displays (LCDs) or LEDs and fibre optic displays (FODs). 

Since wearable LCD panel or film used on clothing is considered neither flexible with poor angle visibility, nor lightweight with 

bulky characteristics(Kirstein, Grzyb et al. 2005), LEDs and FODs were chosen for the mood changing objectives in this project. 

At the foremost, the energy conversion is based on the intensities of sound signals which are graded to several levels of volume 

(sound loudness) and converted to different range of voltages (sound pressure). Here RGB LEDs are being used as effective 

devices to display this sound pressure variation. After the converted voltage is supplied to the LEDs, the colour changing 

performance can be dynamically and automatically presented as shown in Figure 4, by the voice control circuit and according to 

the colour changing design shown in Table 1. 
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Figure 4LED Lighting and Colour Changing Performance of the PCB Prototype – RGB 

 
Table1RGB LED Colour Changing Design – 8 Colours Plan 

Sound Volume Voltage (mV) Colour Changing 

Halt 0   Black 0 0 0 #000000 

Low 7.14 Blue 0 0 255 #0000FF 

Low to Moderate 14.28 Cyan 0 255 255 #00FFFF 

Moderate 21.42 Green 0 255 0 #00FF00 

Moderate to High 28.56 Yellow 255 255 0 #FFFF00 

High 35.7 Red 255 0 0 #FF0000 

High to Low 42.84 Magenta 255 0 255 #FF00FF 

Tutti 50 White 255 255 255 #FFFFFF 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
A lady’s and a man’s Mood Wear, are carefully designed and prototyped in layers by photonic fabrics connected to RGB LEDs 

and fibre optics, which can detect the mood of the wearer, with dynamic colour lighting presentation as shown in Figure 

5.According to the lighting colour plan established, sound signals are picked up by the microphone and programmed to induce 

the voltage change from 0mV to 50mV.The voltage signals are amplified by the microprocessor and the circuit activates the 

LEDs corresponding to the programmed colours. For example, high sound volume triggers the red colour to represent positive 

mood, and low sound volume triggers the blue colour of negative mood, while between high and low volume, the output is 

green. This clothing system has high levels of functionality and intelligence. Smart textile-based connections and clothing 

fasteners are created and packaged for serving the circuitry of the data system. New properties like flexibility and 
miniaturization are infused in the clothing design aesthetics. 

 

 

 
Figure 5Presentation of Moodwear Collection - Front and Rear, RGBColours 

 

4. Conclusions and Future Work 
Fibre optics and LEDs have previously been applied for illuminating applications onclothing.But their colourdynamic change 

according to the human’s physiological and psychological state in real time has never been considered before and it is original. 
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Therefore, this project for the first time has developed a responsive illuminating fibre optic fabric system with colour changing 

output by responding to a sound stimulus via wearable electronic control integrated in the garment and hence developing an 

intimate communication between human and clothing. Thereupon, the new concept of SMART clothing ambience has been 

realised by research and implementation of design/technology aspects, transcends disciplinary boundaries to enrich human life 

by marrying Art with Science. 

The styling and tailoring of the clothes developed in this project could be developed further using smart woven and knitted 
fabrics, to supply free of cutting clothing. Finerdiameter optical fibres and miniature LEDs would be necessary to produce 

furtherflexible, bendable even stretchable structures for clothing applications.The propertiesof the luminescence of the fibre 

optics and the lumen of the LEDs (especially the red colour) need to be increased whilst maintaining or reducing their 

dimensions. 

Aiming at improving the non-linear property of sound, its frequency programmingdesign can be further investigated and 

improved.Expression of mood by detectingvoice researched in this project is only one approach in determining physiological 

andpsychological changes in humans. Other senses such as touch, taste and smell couldalso be developed, through some way be 

more challenging. 
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